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czytanie (krótkie teksty)

Zadania 1-10

Przeczytaj poni¿sze teksty. Z podanych odpowiedzi wybierz w³a�ciw¹, zgodn¹

z tre�ci¹ tekstu. Zakre�l literê A, B albo C.

1. Build your own Phone

How many mobile phones have you had in your life and what do you do with the

old, broken ones?  Most people throw them away. In fact, digital waste is a growing

problem for society. Dutch designer Dave Hakken has come up with an amazing

idea to reduce such waste. The Phoneblocks concept is a mobile phone made up of

little blocks that can be replaced when they stop working. This means that you can

keep your phone forever and just replace the broken parts. You can also build the

ideal phone for your personal needs. The designer is trying to spread the word

about his idea. His goal is to find 50,000 supporters so that the mobile phone industry

will take notice.

1. The author of the text

A. wants people to stop using new mobile phones.

B. wants people to take care of the environment.

C. wants people to design new mobile phones.

2. Phoneblocks

A. is a type of mobile phone.

B. is made up of broken parts.

C. is something that can be changed into a mobile phone.

2. Do you suffer from FOMO?

Do you feel anxious when you can�t update your facebook profile, read your emails

or tweet?  If so, you may be suffering from FOMO. A new survey says that 56% of
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people suffer from FOMO when they stay away from social networks. The term has

recently entered the Oxford English dictionary.  It stands for �fear of missing out�.

The dictionary definition is �anxiety that an exciting or interesting event may

currently be happening elsewhere, often aroused by posts seen on a social media

website�. 27% of those who participated in the survey admitted that checking their

social media feeds is the first thing they do when they wake up.  More than a quarter

said they would give up cigarettes or reality TV in exchange for social media (...).

1. 56% of people

A. suffer from FOMO when they are online.

B. don't update their facebook or twitter profiles.

C. are in fear of missing out when they can't connect to social media.

3. Back to the 80's

A Canadian family has decided to spend a year living as if it was 1986. Blair McMillan

was concerned that his kids spent too much time indoors with technology.  He

wanted them to experience what it was like when he was growing up.  That means

no I-pods, mobile phones or Internet.  If they need information, they have to go to

the library and look up an encyclopedia. For entertainment, they have a VHS player

to watch movies and cassette tapes to listen to. When travelling, they use only

paper maps and have to wait to have their photos developed. The family dress in

vintage clothes and have 80�s hairdos (...). So far, Blair says his family talk more and

are much closer.

1. Blair McMillan

A. wanted his children to spend more time with a computer.

B. wanted to show his children what it was like in the 80's.

C. wanted his children to grow up.

2. The author says that now their life:

A. has good and bad sides.

B. is worse.

C. is easier.
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